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Please be sure the following parts are enclosed:
1. Pendant frame and canopy

A. Crossbar strap attached with finished nuts
B. White metal ring to hold glass
C. Three white knobs to hold metal ring onto fixture
D. Large Finished Glass Shield Knob

2. Glass Shade
3. Glass Shield

IT IS FIRMLY RECOMMENDED THAT A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN INSTALL
THIS FIXTURE.

Installation instructions
1. Unscrew the finished nuts from the canopy to separate the

fixture from the crossbar strap.
2. Mount the crossbar strap to the outlet box before making the

wire connections.
3. Connect the wires from the pendant with the wires in the

outlet box according to generally accepted electrical
standards.

4. Mount the fixture to the crossbar strap by securing the finished
nuts to the crossbar strap.

5. In order to install the glass, remove the three white knobs
holding the white metal ring in place.  Remove the white
metal ring.

6. Slide the glass in place against the fixture, put the ring back in
place and hand-tighten the white knobs in place to secure
the glass.  Do not over tighten.

7. Install the three bulbs. NOTE:  BE CAREFUL NOT TO TOUCH THE
BULB WITH YOUR BARE HANDS. Insert the bulb into the bayonet
socket by pushing it slightly down into the socket and then
turning it clockwise.

8. Install the glass shield.  Remove the large finished nut from the
bottom stem of the fixture.  Carefully place the glass shield
over the stem, making sure that the smooth side faces out.
Screw the finished nut into place by hand.

Your fixture is now operational. (Please turn for height adjustment
instructions).
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Height Adjustment
1. First adjust the length of the electrical cord.  Be sure to let more

cord out than necessary, so that the wire cables support the
weight of the fixture.  Loosen the center stem of the canopy
and push the wire up to shorten.  Tighten the stem to hold the
cord in place.

2. Adjust the length of the cables to support the weight of the
fixtures.  To shorten the cable, simply push the cable upwards.
To lengthen the cable, press the smallest point of the cable
holder upwards.  When the point is pressed upward, the cable
will be released for adjustment.  When the point is released, the
cable is again secured.

Please be aware that the cable holders are the supports for the
pendant and should be adjusted one at a time.

Cable
Holder


